
Research Collections

This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

And Case Eyeglasses
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.08.1034%20a%2cb

Title: And Case Eyeglasses

Date: 1910 – 1950

Material: glass; metal; skin

Dimensions: 3.7 cm

Description: (a) gold coloured pince-nez, clam shell hard case, oval lenses, wire rim
screwed together near top, brow bar is wire wrapped, right lens has a
wire loop near bottom right hinged nose pads have cork padding (b) clam
shell case, diamond design on leather cover, blue velvet lining, stamped
in gold on bottom rim: "The T. Eaton Co. Western Limited", a paper label
is glued on top lining: "Mr. Sam Ward Box 193 Banff."

Subject: Sam Ward

accessory

Credit: Gift of Sam Ward, Banff, 1973

Catalogue Number: 103.08.1034 a,b
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Brooch
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.01.0207

Title: Brooch

Date: n.d.

Material: straw

Dimensions: 8.5 x 7.2 cm

Description: Miniature woven hat and basket attached to a safety pin. The hat is a
sombrero style and is made of plain straw with red blue, yellow, and
green floral embroidery on the brim. The miniature basket is also straw
with an embroidered flower and leaf pattern.

Subject: Moore home

souvenir

accessory

Credit: Gift of Pearl Evelyn Moore, Banff, 1979

Catalogue Number: 103.01.0207
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Camera Case
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact104.41.0231

Title: Camera Case

Date: n.d.

Material: leather; metal; wood

Dimensions: 17.1 x 21.2 x 11.5 cm

Description: A simple black leather camera case. On the front is a metal clasp, on
either short side is two straps (top strap missing on one side), and along
the lid of the case is a leather handle. The interior of the case is lined in
red leather.

Subject: camera

photography

photography accessory;

Credit: Gift of L. A. E Duncan, Calgary, 1980

Catalogue Number: 104.41.0231
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Camera Case
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact104.41.0233

Title: Camera Case

Date: n.d.

Material: canvas; leather; metal

Dimensions: 16.9 x 18.7 x 15.3 cm

Description: A square-shaped brown canvas camera bag with two leather straps
wrapped around the case on the front side and one strap wrapped
around the side of the case. The front two straps come together in
buckles to secure the case. There are two leather handles, one attached
to the two straps and another that is the strap wrapped around the entirety
of the side of the case. The interior of the case is lined with a green
fabric. There are two flaps from the side of the case that hang in the
interior.

Subject: photography

photography accessory

camera bag

camera case

canvas bag

Credit: Gift of L. A. E Duncan, Calgary, 1980

Catalogue Number: 104.41.0233
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Camera Case
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact104.41.0247

Title: Camera Case

Date: n.d.

Material: leather; metal

Dimensions: 18.6 x 9.2 x 3.9 cm

Description: A medium sized worn black leather camera bag with a long strap with two
metal buckles. On the front of the bag is a metal clasp with “CKC”
(Canadian Kodak Co., Limited logo) and a lever to release the clasp.

Subject: photography

photography accessory

camera bag

camera case

Harmon

Credit: Gift of Don Harmon, Banff, 1985

Catalogue Number: 104.41.0247
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Camera Case
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact104.41.0253%20a-e

Title: Camera Case

Date: prior to 1975

Material: leather; wood; metal; plastic; paper

Dimensions: 24.8 x 34.2 x 15.6 cm
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Description: A black hardshell leather camera case with gold detailing with two cut-film
holders/double dark slides, a wollensak lens, and Kodak informational
sheets. a) A black hardshell leather camera case with gold detailing,
including three clasps with one missing the hinge and a large one in the
middle with a spot for a key to lock it. Each corner of the case features
gold detailing. There is a black handle on top attached via rings. Along
the shorter side are two rings, presumably to attach a longer carrying
strap for the case. The interior of the case is covered in dark green velvet,
with two compartments in the main body - one slightly smaller than the
other, and multiple compartments in the top with coverings held by button
clasps. The left side compartment is a single square and the right side
has three compartments - two small squares stacked and a rectangle that
features a cut-out in the covering to reveal a strip of the compartment. In
the bottom of the case is a short cord photography accessory and a bent
metal track for a camera(?)b & c) Two identical cut-film holders/double
dark slides. They are all black film holders. The slide handles are thin
metal rods in the middle of the holder. One side along the edges of the
frame features stamped text which reads “3 1/4 x 4 1/4 GRAFLEX FILM
S. PAT 2056144” “MADE IN U.S.A. BY GRAFLEX INC ROCHESTER,
N.J.” On b) there are two stickers, one on each side, with handwriting one
reads “3” and the other “B 1 W 64”. On c) there are two stickers, one on
each side, with handwriting reads “5” and “B 6 W 64”. 15.4 x 10.1 x 1.3
cm d) A Wollensak 65mm Raptar Wide angle lens mounted on a black
painted board. The board is square with the front having a raised layer of
board and an “A” stamped into one of the corners. The inscription on the
inner part of the lens reads “WOLLENSAK 65MM f/6.8 CW RAPTAR
WIDE ANGLE No A553800” and aperture ring with “22” “16” “11” “8”
“6.8” “f”. It comes with an orange rubber cap that reads “WOLLENSAK”.
2.8 x 7.9 x 7.9 cm [inside the top part of the lid on the left side] e) Two
sheets of information sheets. A smaller one for “KODAK EKTACHROME
FILM, Daylight Type” with information about emulsion number, speed,
electronic flash, and colour balance. [13.3 x 11.8 cm] The larger folded
sheet is for “KODAK PANATOMIC-X SHEET FILM” with information
about exposure and development. One side is in english and the other in
french. [26.7 x 23.8 cm] e)

Subject: film photography

photography

photography accessory

Kodak

Harmon

Wollensak

Credit: Gift of Don Harmon, Banff, 1985

Catalogue Number: 104.41.0253 a-e
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Camera Lens
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact104.41.0236

Title: Camera Lens

Date: n.d.

Material: metal; glass

Dimensions: 3.5 cm

Description: A small metal lens with multiple layers of rings that turn to make
adjustments to the lens. There is white text on the inside of the front of the
lens which reads “(35 MM) f/3.5 SER. NO. 477034 WOLLENSAK TYPE-
V, 1 3/8 IN.” On the bottom of the lens white text reads “7034”. From the
front to the back of the lens some of the rings have numbers around, the
first one reads “16” “32” “64”, the next one “BHD” “3.5” “BHD 3.5” “BHD”
“3.5”, and the final ring reads “3.5” “4” “5.6” 8 “11” “16”.

Subject: film photography

photography accessory

camera lens

lens

photography

Credit: Gift of L. A. E Duncan, Calgary, 1980

Catalogue Number: 104.41.0236
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Camera Tripod
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact104.41.0248%20a-d

Title: Camera Tripod

Date: 1905 – 1927

Material: wood; metal; fabric

Dimensions: 112.0 x 18.0 cm

Description: A wooden tripod made by Eastman Kodak company. 3 sets of wooden
legs that fold and slide out to extend - brass detailing and screw-knobs.
The top of the tripod is a circular disk with brass detailing on the bottom
to attach the legs, and the top of the disk has brown felt for where the
camera would sit. Dimension for d) 3.3 x 15.4 x 15.4 cm

Subject: photography

photography accessory

tripod

Kodak

Harmon

Credit: Gift of Don Harmon, Banff, 1985

Catalogue Number: 104.41.0248 a-d
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Candle Lamp
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact104.41.0265%20a-d

Title: Candle Lamp

Date: prior to 1977

Material: leather; metal; plastic; fibre

Dimensions: 14.3 x 27.0 x 4.3 cm

Description: A folding safelight/lantern in a slim brown leather case.a) A slim brown
leather case with a lid that wraps around the front of the case with a silver
clasp in the middle. The interior of the case is lined with a white felt and a
felt wrapped board to separate items in the case. b - c) Two black metal
pieces irregular quadrilateral shapes, a stand and lid for the lantern. b)
has a circle cut-out on one side (the top) and the other side there is a
border around the middle - like a trench, and fits like a lid on top of the
lantern screen. Along the edges of the bottom piece (c) there is a thin slot
for the lantern screen to be placed. c) has a circle cut-out with a cylindrical
piece sticking up on the inside. On the bottom of this piece are some
narrow legs along each side and a square in the middle. b) 1.0 x 11.9 x
11.9 cm. c) 1.9 X 12.1 X 12.2 cm.e) A red lantern screen, that can be
folded. On either end of the screen is black metal to stand on the metal
pieces (b-c). One side features three metal snaps equally apart. The
interior of the screen is black. Dimensions when folded: 25.7 x 13.0 x 0.9
cm.

Subject: photography accessory

photography

lantern

safelight

Moore

Credit: Gift of Pearl Evelyn Moore, Banff, 1977

Catalogue Number: 104.41.0265 a-d
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Candle Lamp
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact104.41.0269%20a-d

Title: Candle Lamp

Date: prior to 1977

Material: metal; nylon; cardboard

Dimensions: 15.2 x 8.4 cm

Description: A Kodak red candle lamp or photography safelight with it’s original box.
a) A red screen, that can be folded. On either end of the screen is silver
metal to allow the screen to stand in the metal holders. On the inside on
each side of the screen are metal rectangular frames. b) Bottom of the
candle lamp, a metal holder with a raised center for the candle. There is a
candle in the middle and a lid that goes over the candle when not in use.
3.0 x 8.5 x 8.5 cm c) Top of the candle lamp, a metal lid with a rectangle
indent on the exterior of the lid. 1.0 x 8.6 x 8.4 cm.d) The original box for
the candle lamp, a white box with a printed label on the front. The label is
simple, with a small illustration of the candle lamp on the top right corner
and text that reads “THE” “KODAK” “CANDLE” “LAMP” “DIRECTIONS”
“Unfold the red frame of the lamp and fit the square metal top to either
end of the frame.” “Put the candle in the receptacle provided in the metal
base and light it. Set the lamp frame on the base, taking care that the
edges fit in securely.” in handwriting “55” “CANADIAN KODAK CO.,
LIMITED” “TORONTO, CANADA.” “MADE IN U.S.A.”. On the top an
bottom lids it reads “KODAK CANDLE LAMP”. 17.8 x 10.0 x 3.3 cm.

Subject: film photography

photography accessory

darkroom

Kodak

Moore

Credit: Gift of Pearl Evelyn Moore, Banff, 1977

Catalogue Number: 104.41.0269 a-d
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